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REPORT ON THE CLASS ASSEMBLY OF X – E  DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2023 -24   
 

Class Teacher:  Ms. Nalini.B                                                           Date: 03.08.2023                                                                                                                                                                                                

Timing: 8.30 a.m. to 9.00 a.m.                                                          Class Strength: 38 

 

Topic: “How School Prepares Students to Face Challenges in the Competetive World -  3 Ways”  
 

“Our very survival depends on our ability to stay awake, to adjust to new ideas, to remain vigilant and to 

face the challenge of change.” said Martin Luther King Jr.  

The Masters of Ceremony, V. S. Divya Darshini and Suryaganesh.S initiated the assembly proceedings 

with a monologue, introducing the topic of the assembly. This was followed by the choir group who 

recited Gayatri Mantra which illuminated the path and guided us towards greater wisdom, compassion, 

and preceded by DAV Gaan which was sung by all the DAVites with a sense of pride. Y.S. Bhavatharini 

and Hasini.R.P.  exuded warmth and hospitality as they welcomed the gathering.  

The Masters of the Ceremony had some challenging questions for their Parents, Teachers and other 

Students in the form of riddles with their wordplay and intriguing hints. 

 The assembly featured the game “Dungeons and Dragons”. The Dungeon Master, Sahana.V shaped the 

assembly and flow of the game. The Four adventurers enacted like players from different Schools, 

Madhur Sanjay.S, Dhanush Karthick.T, Swetha.M and Sahana.S had to face a challenge that tested their 

Leadership qualities, Problem solving and Decision-making abilities, which was well brought out through 

a skit. The skit not only entertained but also underscored the importance of teamwork and patience. This 

sums up the first level- INTELLECTUAL CHALLENGE. 

In the next level, they were asked to compete against each other in the game of Badminton which was 

next challenge i.e., FITNESS CHALLENGE. The DAVite was easily able to win this challenge because of 

the rigorous training he had at School. The last challenge between the two adventurers was to test their 

Communication skills. This was depicted through a dynamic intellectual arena where ideas clash and 

perspectives collide, fostering a vibrant exchange of viewpoints - Debate. This final challenge was 

VERBAL LINGUISTIC CHALLENGE. Finally, the DAVite has won all the three challenges as his School 

moulds him in all ways! To celebrate the victory, there was a dance performance which was a symphony 

of graceful movements that enthralled the audience and painted emotions in the air followed by Standup 

comedy by Dhanush Kartick.T, which  reminded the audience of the joy that comes from embracing life's 

absurdities and finding humour in the ordinary! L. Tanisha, the Nightingale of X E, mesmerized the 

audience with a melodious solo rendition.  Last but not the least, the Proud Challengers of X E, who have 

won various competitions held all over the country, ramp-walked on the stage with their awards, trophies 

and medals!  

Hashwin Madhav.G.S. and Harini Ayyappan drew the curtains to the assembly by extending their 

gratitude towards everyone through an energetic rap! The perseverance and the teamwork of Class X- E 

along with their Class teacher Ms. Nalini. B, paid off well! 
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An engrossing depiction of 21
st
 Century skills 

through an engaging play 

“The Battle of Racquets”- A challenge by fitness freaks 

An arena of opposing views on  

Actions Vs Outcomes 
The enigmatic dancers amused the viewers with 

their rhythmic motions 

The courageous Challengers of X-E A proud parent's appreciation 


